C & W’s Rustic Hollow Shelter, Inc.
P. O. Box 67, Nashua, IA 50658-0067
cwshelter@wildblue.net ~ www.rustichollowshelter.org
DECEMBER 2017 Year End Giving Campaign Letter
It is with great APPRECIATION and HOPE that I write our ‘end of year giving campaign’ letter to each of you.
Appreciation for so many of you who help us monetarily monthly, yearly, quarterly. Appreciation for those of you who
donate $$$$ to our online auctions, our fund raisers, our pleas for a special cat, or sponsor a cat monthly at C & W.
Appreciation for those who sponsor monthly and often continue to sponsor a cat when your sponsoree is no longer
with us. Appreciation for those of you who order from our AmazonSmile wish lists, send cat trees and supplies to the
furs and donate food, items for the auction and help us in so many ways… sometimes it is simply a letter with a line
of encouragement that we appreciate (and often need) as well. And one of our greatest appreciations goes to the Rustic
Hollow staff who give daily care and love to the felines that call Rustic Hollow ‘home.’
And HOPE….Hope that each of you will do what you can at this time of year to help us start our New Year in 2018
with enough funds to continue our work and quality of care we give to the special felines at C & W. We can’t do it
without each of you. It takes a village. And we are supported solely on your donations, sponsorships, many fundraisers, our online auctions and some grants and estate giving which are of huge benefit to the continuing of our
sanctuary. Hope that you will understand what it is that we do at Rustic Hollow for the felines who reside here. Please
give what you can this December. We need to raise at least $25,000 this year. The November online auction, which
should raise around $6000 will be added into this $25,000 goal. Please help us.
Here are some of the reasons ‘why’ we do what we do.
REBEKAH
Rebekah is a 12 year old resident of Rustic Hollow. Rebekah did not have an easy time
of it before she was rescued. She had fought a tough battle. One she nearly did not
survive.
She was found in a yard with a thick, heavy chain around her neck. She was very
nearly frozen, was emaciated, and very, very weak. No one knows how many months
or years she was kept outside like this.
She was taken to a county shelter in New Jersey where she certainly faced death due to
her condition. A rescue group, Purrfect Angels, stepped in and rescued a kitty soul on
the verge of eclipse. Due to her condition, Rebekah had lost nine teeth. She was
brought back from the brink and a safe home was sought for her. To make matters
worse, Rebekah’s hard life made her a very disagreeable cat who disliked other cats
and barely tolerated people. She could be very friendly and then again she could NOT
be friendly at all and would hiss. Rustic Hollow gave her that safe place to live out her
life. She does have a ‘time out room’ that she sometimes prefers to be in for a week or
so, then she is ready to again mingle with the other cats. Rebekah does not see herself
as a ‘cat’ but has come to be the Queen of the Kitty Kottage. Her bi-polar purrsonality
makes her less adoptable so having a place Rebekah can call her ‘forever home’, here
at C & W, was the purrfect answer for her needs.
We have many supporters who help in any way they can. As a sanctuary, we continue
with the philosophy that we will continue to take in only cats that have no chance at adoptions...and give them all of
our attention and time and care. We encourage rescues who have FIV+ cats who are loving and friendly to adopt them
out, giving us the opportunity to take in a feral FIV+ cat who had NO other options and no chance at adoption. It is
the same with Feline Leukemia positive cats…. Rescues ARE beginning to successfully adopt out these immune
compromised kitties too. We try to take in only those FeLV+ that will have no chance at life, who are semi-feral but
healthy and in need of a ‘chance at a lifetime’ with lots of open space, outdoor areas that are safe to be in and lots of
kitty friends… that is what we have here at Rustic Hollow. This is what we do.
We offer a safe place to live where healing begins for many of these felines.
And we cannot do it without your monetary help.

And yes, we do take in friendly cats who have either behaviors that make them ‘adoption challenged’ or who are
elderly and are displaced by the death of their guardian or the guardian’s inability to care for them anymore.
Take Garfield for instance…
Garfield moved to Rustic Hollow when his guardian moved into an
assisted living and could not take him with her. He came to our house as
that is where we often have senior cats who are used to people around
them all the time. He is over 14 years old and set in his ways and also
was only a ONE person cat. The family said they never ever saw
Garfield in his former home as he would disappear if anyone came by.
Garfield didn’t take to me.. but he DID
fancy Wanda and he moved into her large
bedroom with her and has gained in
weight and sleeps close to Wanda,
sleeping in the crook of her arm at night.
But I never see him if I go into her
bedroom for any reason. He disappears. He has blossomed and is extremely content,
purring Wanda to sleep many nights.
Felicity our Hyperesthesia Syndrome Kitty
Felicity is a very special kitty. She has ‘cat schizophrenia’ making it very hard
for her to be adopted. While veterinary neuroscientists continue to make progress
in diagnosing and treating many feline afflictions associated with the brain, some
conditions remain a mystery. And one of those mysteries is hyperesthesia
syndrome, commonly referred to as cat schizophrenia. It is a rather bizarre
condition that can affect cats of any age. In addition to obsessive scratching or
grooming and running about, another common and milder symptom is rippling or
rolling of the skin on a cat’s back. According to a specialist, that is because of a
skeletal muscle called the cutaneous truncate under the skin that is hyper
responsive when you scratch it, making the skin ripple. Other signs of
Hypothesize syndrome include salivation, alarming vocalization and uncontrolled
urination. Yup, that’s our Felicity. Now this does not mean that Felicity is in a
constant state of any of these symptoms. It just means that a sudden move, a
noise, just about anything ‘can’ set it off. Felicity resides in our most peaceful
building, Sandy’s Kitty Haven, where there is not a lot of disruption. In fact, we
rarely take visitors into even the front prep area as Sandy’s Kitty Haven is a
quiet, peaceful refuge for some other cats with behavioral and fearful
characteristics. They prefer solitude and the company of their own kind. Felicity particularly likes men but will relate
to her co-workers and has a very upbeat and positive happy attitude for a cat who can have minor episodes from time
to time. Medication does help cats like Felicity. And having her own private room to go back into after being out with
her cat roommates is preferable to her wants and needs. She is a great kitty and we are privileged to have her with us.

Jasper from Chicago Canine Rescue
Jasper came to us as he has some neurological issues
which cause him to have difficulty controlling his
urine/knowing when to go. His hind legs are a bit wobbly
but he has no problem climbing a cat tree or playing with
cat toys. He is very friendly, but because of his more
severe neurological issues, he came to be a resident of
Rustic Hollow and is a very happy boy here.

Garfield and Miss Jewel

Garfield (in top bunk of condo) has no use of his back legs. He was born with
deformed legs that are stiffly against his body and of no use to him. Or no
trouble to him either. He runs fast on his front legs when he needs to move away
from you. Garfield was rescued in a rainstorm, as a young kitten who was very
feral, but had simply given up. His rescuers watched his mother stay with him
for most of the day in a pouring rain and he just lay there ready to die. He was
still there later and was rescued and has grown into a handsome, but still VERY
feral cat. He has adapted to his physical limitations and loves other cats.
And Miss Jewel, pictured in the bottom of the kitty condo, is a very feral cat as
well. She was rescued and had surgery due to being caught in either a trap or by
some machine that cut off most of two of her feet on the same side. However,
she gets around wonderfully and also prefers cats to any human contact. She
loves being in the outside room at Sandy’s Kitty Haven and can be seen all
summer sunning herself on some steps in their outdoor room. She resides in
Felicity’s building.

Grandma Hurley
Grandma Hurley is a 15 year old R. H. resident. She has a heart
murmur and has a great deal of difficulty walking but she loves her
semi private room. She is a one level cat as she cannot climb onto the
bed or do the steps. She resides in the bedroom in the upper level in
Bradley’s House and she loves quiet, her solitude and a lap if she so
chooses. She had been rescued from the streets after she apparently
was left to fend for herself when her person died.
Duffy, feral FeLV+ cat
resident at R.H.

Jasper
Jasper is one of the last of a feral group in an over 100 cat hoarding rescue in Indiana. He
has had multiple surgeries on an abscess that won’t heal and while he may let us touch
him when he is in a kennel recovering from surgery, he does not deal with a lot of human
contact. He is one of the cats who reside in Sandy’s Kitty Haven as it is definitely a
peaceful and quiet ‘haven’ for the very shy and feral cats

2018 Calendar
It’s never too late to decide to put together another Rustic Hollow Shelter calendar. We are going to put it in high gear
and see if we can get a calendar together by the end of the year. Keisha, our Supervisor and Vet Tech was the designer
and publisher of the last calendar and she is willing to set one up again. I think we can do it.
So PRE-order your calendar(s) NOW.
Calendars will be $25 each so pre-order to save yours now. Just write ‘calendar’ on your check or make a note to us if
you pay by paypal. Order more than one if you wish. We have had quite a few requests for Rustic Hollow calendars
so, last minute as it may be, we are going for it! We may not get them to you until January but we are going to do the
best we can.
Order yours Now.

Memory Brick Fund Raiser
Our Memory Bricks are available year round. We have a Memory brick walkway at Rustic Hollow that some of you
saw during our open house in August. It is a great way to honor a special pet(s) or person in your life.

Bricks are available for a donation of $100 and you can have 3 lines with 20 spaces per line. If you want a paw print
or a logo on your brick your spaces per line are limited to 15. If you want more names or wording on your brick, you
can have an 8”x8” brick like the one pictured bottom right above (Rip Sweety). Those bricks are $125. So if you
would like to order a brick just send me an email, letter or Facebook message as to what you would like on the brick
and mail your donation to us. In the spring we will be putting any new bricks into our walkway.
On the ‘furs’ wish list for Christmas: CATNIP BANANAS, catnip toys, any feather pole toys or cat toys, cat tunnels, cat food,
Temptation cat treats, CATnip bananas. (Cricket wanted you to be sure you saw that), wet food (Friskies, Fancy Feast, Pro Plan), cat
trees, Kuranda towers, Friskies cat treats, Catsitter videos for winter TV watching, and Cricket wants to know if I mentioned Catnip
bananas.

Meet Frankie
Frankie has found his ‘forever home’ with Carmen & Wanda. However,
his year did not go so well for him in 2017. We are certain that Frankie
had a very loving and attentive guardian who cared about him a great
deal. However, something happened to his guardian towards the end of
the year...perhaps his person died or went into a nursing home but
someone in the family, or a neighbor, wanted rid of Frankie. He is not a
young cat and he was dumped this fall at Rustic Hollow. He was
friendly enough after a few days outside for me to pick him up and
bring him inside. We then normally send them to one of the buildings at
the shelter so they can be neutered, etc. Well, it turns out that Frankie
was already neutered AND he was also declawed. It was fortunate he was dumped near our sanctuary at least. Frankie
totally disliked the building he was in and started loud fights with cats simply to get our attention. And he definitely
did that. We decided that he had been a ‘house cat’ and a pretty special one to someone, so he came to live with Wanda
and myself. It was within about an hour of being in our home, that Frankie let us know that he was ‘HOME’ and his
swift adjustment to us and our daily schedule was amazing. He is a very grateful cat and is a lap cat any moment we
sit down. Our goal is to determine where a cat will fit in the best when they arrive at R.H. In this case, Frankie told
US where he wanted to live. In the log home.. with PEOPLE.
It is cruel to just dump a cat on a gravel road, assuming they will make it….because ‘they are cats.’ This is usually
not the case. And so many very tame house cats become semi feral because they are so afraid outside and their distrust
of humans who did it to them is strong.
Frankie is one of the lucky ones. We will make certain he is loved and tended to as much as we truly believe his
former guardian did for him when she could.
Perhaps it is why many more people are planning their estates, or life insurance policies, around their
animals….setting up a plan for their animals in the event something would suddenly happen to them, or in the event of
their deaths. Rustic Hollow offers a Safety Net Plan with examples of how to set up a security for your pets’ futures.
We may not be a fit for some cats, but the cats that come to R. H. learn soon enough they are loved and respected and
will be well cared for.
Hunter’s Adventures at R.H.
Hunter came to live at Rustic Hollow last year when his guardian had to move to a
smaller apartment after his wife passed. Both were supporters of Rustic Hollow and had
been here on several occasions. Hunter arrived with his buddy Moose and a few other
of the couples’ cats. Well Hunter had been used to going outside and prowling his
property’s creek and wooded area at his former residence. Mid-summer Hunter
discovered a tiny flaw in the outdoor room at Bradley’s House….some dry rot at the
bottom of the screen. In spite of the fact it had some temporary cement blocks in the
way, Hunter proceeded to dig out all around it until he could skinny his way to the
REAL outside. Staff discovered right away who had disappeared and knew Hunter was
missing. A quick inventory revealed there was yet one more cat who had also escaped
with him. That cat was rounded up in a few weeks. Hunter however, was never seen for
a long time. Then the weather started getting colder and Hunter decided to look for more
convenient food… He simply walked up to our ramp one day a couple of weeks ago. We keep
cat food on our deck for the raccoons and our outdoor feral Binx and there is water in the bird
bath at all times. Hunter was a skitsy cat until he warmed up to you and he was definitely
‘skitsy now that he was coming around us outside. So, I put the trap out, baited it and waited
and watched. Hunter loves wet cat food, so he would go into the trap with his long, lanky
body, step over the ‘plate’ and eat the food and back out carefully. He did this for four days.
On the fifth day, I put some very smelly ham on the plate itself and in his hurry to devour it, he
forgot himself and I had him trapped. As soon as Hunter was inside he adjusted to my office
and was very friendly again. He’s a pretty happy camper again and he has become one of
Carmen and Wanda’s ‘adoptees’ now.

In Memory Of/In Honor Of
In Memory of Gracie-Sharon Hall
In Memory of Aletha I. Frericks-she loved country life, animals, nature and writing letters and poems. She was also a
fan of Rustic Hollow-Carmen and Wanda
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
This newsletter has given you merely a small glimpse of the reason we do what we do at Rustic Hollow. Every one of
the 275 felines in residence have their own story to tell. The feral, the frightened, the abused, the neglected...and our
Sandy’s Kitty Haven-in memory of Sandra McIntire, remains as she wanted it to be-a special home for shyer and more
feral felines as were her rescues. Sandy built the building and paid for it herself so her cats would have a quiet home.
None of her cats were considered adoptable and she did not want them to be separated. Many cats have come to us
when their guardian no longer could care for them and they have made it clear that they want them to live out their
lives here at Rustic Hollow and never be adopted out. It is why our staff and volunteers work hard to give them the
cleanest environment, good health care daily, and lots of enrichment for their daily lives. The blind cats have so many
toys that have ‘sound’ that they have to be put down a few at a time and then after a few days, switch those toys to
others so it is always like brand new toys for their entertainment. Those that like laps get laps. Those that need
exercise (which to my knowledge are only a few in Bradley’s House) run their hearts out on the One Fast Cat big
hamster like wheel. Those that prefer the company of cats spend their time grooming and tending to each other.
So if you can find it in your heart to give more this year than ever before it will help us reach our goal of $25,000.
Share this newsletter with friends. Below will give them an idea of our history:
About C & W
C & Ws Rustic Hollow Shelter rests in a valley surrounded by woods with a creek running quietly through the middle of it. This over-acentury old farmstead is under the guardianship of the sanctuary and provides a haven for wildlife and birds as well. It is a haven for the
cats who are safely inside but have outdoor catios and playrooms that are a screened in safe place to go outside and enjoy the sunshine
and watch the ‘real TV’ of the many birds and critters that also call R. H. their home.
Our caregiver staff of 12-13 and several volunteers care for the felines daily. There are 5 separate houses/buildings for the cats and we
have one entire building just for Feline Leukemia cats. Our sanctuary offers an ‘alternative to euthanasia’ for many felines who were at
the very end of their ‘chance at a lifetime’ without a place to go.
Our felines come from all over Iowa and from over 30 states as well.
We rehome quite a few animals during the year. None of these reside at the sanctuary but we provide help in finding homes for adoptable
cats and dogs. Since December 2016 we have re-homed 102 animals.
Our family of volunteers help in many different ways; from hands on with the felines to fund raising, carpentry repairs, newsletters,
website etc.
The shelter operates a thrift shop, the Scratching Post Thrift ‘n Gift, 216 Main Street, Nashua. All items are donated. We do not take
clothing but do have a few cat related shirts and some new shoes as well. Many of the donated items go on one of our three online
auctions we do yearly.
The sanctuary is supported solely with donations, monthly sponsorships of the cats, trusts, grants, and estate giving and many fund raisers.
We are a 501(c)(3) non profit organization and our EIN is: 42-1456194
We receive no city, county, state or federal monies.
If you would like to visit, sponsor one of the felines, or make a tax deductible donation, it would be purrfectly appreciated.

Your Year End Donation is appreciated and will help us continue our work at Rustic Hollow.

Have a wonderful Holiday Season and a blessed Christmas too
R.H. is blessed to have so many wonderful supporters who believe in what we do as much as we do. Thank you
Carmen, Wanda, the staff, volunteers and the R. Hollow board of directors.
Oh….and thank you from all of the resident felines as well.

You are Appreciated!

